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Congratulations on purchasing “LEGENDS”   

This USB stick contains 20 performances for your E-A7 with four extra new groups of sounds 

which you can select with the ONE TOUCH SETTING BUTTONS.  (OTS)  

To compliment these fine registrations there is of course a suitable rhythm style and backing for 

each . Not only have we created new one touch sounds through the performance editing process 

but new reverb and other effects have been utilised to bring new life into these fine  

instruments , all within this simple plug-and-play USB.  

 

To load the USB please follow these Steps: 
1. Insert the USB in your E-A7 and press the UPG button. (far right hand side of preset buttons) 

(The right hand screen should now display the performance list.) 

 

2. Make sure using the controls and reference to the right hand screen that you are toggled to 

EXT rather than INT memory and you have selected Legends from the performance list 

Once this is done the performances should be displayed in the right hand screen and you can 

also select them from the row of buttons. 

If in doubt please refer to your E-A7 user manual in the USB section. 

 

For each Legends performance you have an initial combination of soundwhen you first select it 

(No OTS Buttons lit) an 4 more by pressing the 4 OTS buttons  

  

We advise that you make a backup copy of this software on your computer. 

 

Please note that the sounds and left hand accompaniments have been set for those who play full 

left hand chords. If you wish to change the left hand mode to [ SINGLE FINGER CHORD ] 

please refer to your User manual. 

Designing LEGENDS for  Roland E-A7  has given us a mixture of immense challenge and 

fun. We hope you enjoy playing as much as we did creating this software. 

If there are any problems or you would like to discuss aspects of this software please don’t 

hesitate to call me. Many thanks from Jason. 
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